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Introduction.
A resilient market in the face of economic challenges

2022 was a challenging year for many. As the 

cost of living crisis took hold and wages 

failed to grow, people saw their amount of 

disposable income fall. The Bank of England 

recently said the UK is facing its longest 

downturn since records began, expecting it to 

continue next year and into the first half of 

2024. The Office for Budget Responsibility 

said that it expected a recession which will 

last just over a year.

This uncertainty extended to the housing 

market where the runaway house price 

growth of recent years slowed slightly in the 

face of these conditions and led many to 

wonder whether the good times might be over 

for investors.

While it is true that reduced household 

spending and worries for the future have had 

an impact, the picture on the ground 

suggests that any negativity may only be 

short term. House prices are expected to fall 

in the near-term over 2023, but the 

fundamentals which led to the previous 

record growth levels remain in place. 

We believe it is likely that this will be the most 

important factor in the years to come. 

Likewise, we cannot pretend that the 

mortgage market isn’t in a tough spot, 

however the same applies here as it does 

with house prices. The underlying conditions 

and the extended predictions for the market 

make for much more positive reading.

The health of the rental market is proof that 

the market is still vibrant and that there is a 

bright future ahead. Rents have continued to 

grow across the UK, with certain markets like 

Manchester performing extremely strongly 

and proving why they are so popular with 

investors. 

Property investment is a long-term prospect, 

and the future outlook is encouraging as we 

look to the horizon. While the current 

conditions and some reports in the news may 

paint a more negative picture, it is fair to say 

that the market in 2023 actually offers a real, 

unique opportunity for investors savvy 

enough to look ahead and plan for a more 

favourable future market. Page
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UK house price growth

Transactions

Rental growth

GDP growth*

Unemployment

Bank base rate*
(year-end)

2025

3.5%

1,110k

2.0%

2.7%

4.1%

2.5%

2026

7.0%

1,110k

2.4%

2.1%

3.9%

1.75%

2027

5.5%

1,110k

2.3%

1.6%

3.8%

1.75%

2023

10%

870k

6.5%

0.5%

4.6%

4.0%

2024

10%

1,000k

4.0%

1.8%

4.5%

3.5%

Figure 1: Mainstream market outlook and economic assumptions 2023-2027

UK property market highlights

Read on to find out more about what you can expect from house prices, the rental market, the 

mortgage market and the UK’s housing stock over the coming year and beyond. Everyone at 

Opulent is looking forward to the new year and doing everything we can to help our investors 

build strong, profitable portfolios. 

We look forward to hearing from you, and wish you a successful year ahead.

Source: Savills research, *Oxford Economics (Note: these forecasts apply to average prices in the second hand market. 
New build values may not move at the same rate)

https://www.savills.co.uk/insight-and-opinion/savills-news/335136-0/savills-forecast-a-10--fall-in-the-average-uk-house-price--but-
return-to-peak-in-2026-as-affordability-pressures-ease  
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Average property price
growth by 2027 in the UK
over pre-pandemic peak

£92k
Average house price
growth predicted
for Y2023-2027

18%
Reduction in homes
available to rent
year-on-year

26%



As we enter 2023 there are warning signs that 

the strong house price growth of recent years 

has slowed. All indications are that we have 

entered a period of correction where rising 

mortgage rates and reduced household 

income will lead to some fall in house prices 

in the next 12 months.

This challenge became apparent over the 

course of Q4 2022. The Land Registry's UK 

House Price Index is a reliable barometer of 

how house prices are changing as it is based 

on real property sales as opposed to asking 

prices. The latest figures from this index 

show that the average price of a UK property 

rose by 9.5% year-on-year in September to 

reach a high of £249,559.

However, this high figure should be placed 

into context for full transparency. The Index 

itself works with a two-month lag time which 

means that we will have to wait and see what 

the final averages are for 2022. It is also 

worth bearing in mind that the latest figures – 

for September 2022 – coincide with one of 

the UK markets annual busy points. 

Figure 2: Average house price, UK, January 2005 to September 2022

Average UK house price remained at £295,000 in September 2022

Source: HM Land Registery, Registers of Scotland, land and proeprty
Services Northern ireland, office for National Statistics - UK House Price Index

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/september2022

House prices.
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So, while the official Land Registry data is 

good news, we should also consider 

thatoutlets including Rightmove, Halifax and 

Nationwide are showing small 

month-on-month falls in house prices. 

Additionally, experts are predicting further falls 

to become apparent over 2023 and maybe 

even 2024 due to these economic conditions. 

Whereas the first half of 2022 saw experts 

forecasting relatively flat price growth in 

2023, Knight Frank now forecasts prices will 

drop by 5% in 2023, and the same amount in 

2024. Likewise, analysts at Capital 

Economics predict house prices will fall by a 

total of 12% by mid-2024.

Investors and homebuyers could be forgiven 

for assuming the worst when looking at the 

economic picture and the predictions for the 

housing market. But is it all doom and gloom?

As mentioned previously, property investment 

is a long-term prospect and it is here that we 

can see how the market will remain strong 

and attractive in the years to come. The 

underlying fact is that there is a significant 

lack of housing supply in the UK. This is the 

context on which all market predictions and 

analysis reports are based, and it is the main 

reason that uncertainty like we are seeing at 

the moment is likely to be temporary. There 

are not enough homes for people, and that 

ensures that demand will be high no matter 

what happens.

The UK government says that at least 345,000 

new homes are needed in the UK every year to 

meet demand, but even the most ambitious 

national targets in place can only deliver a 

maximum of 300,000 per annum.

This leads to a shortfall of tens of thousands of 

new homes each year at a minimum – creating 

a compound issue which props up demand.  
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Analysis from Savills shows the effects of 

this and what we can expect from UK 

housing between 2024 and 2027 when the 

current economic difficulties are expected to 

have eased.

The agency’s most recent long-term 

forecasts estimate that the average house 

price will return to a historic peak by 2026 

and exceed it in 2027. This equates to an 

average house price of £381,578 by the end 

of that year - £92,000 more than the 

pre-pandemic peak. This is enabled by 

average growth of 18% from 2024-2027, 

following the aforementioned falls in 2023.

In some areas of the country, Savills projects 

even higher growth over the same time 

period. The North West leads the way with an 

anticipated 22.1% growth in the years 

2024-2027, and other regions will either 

match that or come close. 

Figure 3: Mainstream regional price forecasts

Source: Savills research (Note: these forecasts apply to average prices in the second hand market. 
New build values may not move at the same rate)

https://www.savills.co.uk/insight-and-opinion/savills-news/335136-0/savills-forecast-a-10--fall-in-the-average-uk-house-price--but-
return-to-peak-in-2026-as-affordability-pressures-ease  
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Regions

North West

Yorks & The Humber

North East

Wales

Scotland

East Midlands

West Midlands

South West

South East

East of England

London

UK average

2025

11.7%

11.7%

11.7%

11.1%

9.5%

8.9%

8.9%

6.2%

3.0%

3.0%

1.7%

6.2%

2024

22.1%

22.1%

22.1%

21.4%

20.3%

19.7%

19.7%

18.0%

15.7%

15.7%

12.3%

18.0%

2023

8.5%

8.5%

8.5%

8.5%

9.0%

9.0%

9.0%

10.0%

11.0%

11.0%

12.5%

10.0%
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Yorkshire (22.1%), the North East (22.1%) and 

the West Midlands (19.7%) all join the North 

West as regions which are predicted to see 

above average house price growth.

This means that investors looking at cities 

like Manchester, Birmingham, Bradford and 

Leeds in particular can look ahead to 2024 

and beyond with optimism. This is especially 

relevant if you are buying off-plan property 

in 2023 which will allow you to lock in a 

lower purchase price and then finance it in 

the future when mortgage rates fall – giving 

you lower costs and higher capital returns at 

the same time. 

Furthermore, the South East is expected to 

bounce back strongly at the end of the 

current cycle as well. Frances McDonald, 

Savills research analyst, says: “We expect 

cyclical factors, which are closely linked to 

affordability, to continue to take precedence 

over the regional distribution of economic 

growth over the next five years.

“However, regional price growth is 

expected to converge around the UK 

average at the end of our forecast period 

as the value gap shrinks, potentially 

putting London and the South East back in 

a position to deliver the strongest house 

price growth from 2027 onwards.”

Average property price growth by 2027 in the UK
over pre-pandemic peak£92k

Predicted house price growth in the North West
and Yorkshire by 202722.1%

Predicted house price growth in the West
Midlands by 2027 19.7%

The South East will deliver the strongest house price
growth from 20272027

Housing market highlights



The future of rental growth shares many 

similarities with house price growth. There is 

a shortage of supply in the market which is 

maintaining demand at high levels despite 

economic uncertainty – and it is likely to 

continue doing so in the future. This is 

expected to lead to ongoing growth in rents 

which investors should regard with interest.

However, the major difference when looking 

at rental growth in the UK is that the there is 

no short term fall predicted for 2023. The 

higher rates of interest in the mortgage market 

– which you can read more about further in 

this guide – have caused a fall in borrowing 

and transactions.

Figure 2: Index of private housing rental prices indices UK, January 2015 to August 2022

Source: Office for National Statistics - Index of Private Housing Rental

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/indexofprivatehousingrentalprices/august2022

 

Rental growth.
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This has meant that many more people than 

normal are staying in the rental market due to 

unaffordability and there is greater competition 

for rental properties than ever before.

This is borne out in average rents which are 

increasing despite the cost of living crisis and 

other economic issues. As housing 

transactions fall below 900,000 in 2023 for 

the first time since 2011, data from the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) 

shows that rental demand has increased 

every month since May 2020, including 

through the economic uncertainty of 2022. 

Underlining this demand are numbers from 

Rightmove which show there were 26% fewer 

homes available to rent in Q3 2022 than the 

pre-pandemic average.

Manchester is a great example of how this 

dynamic works in practice. Market analysis 

from urbanbubble of the same time period – 

Q4 2022 – shows that average rents in the 

city are up 21.9% year-on-year, and some 

parts of Manchester have recorded annual 

rental growth as high as 31.7% in that time. 

Two-bedroom apartments were especially 

popular with the average city centre rent 

rising to £1,329pcm for a luxury apartment in 

this area. 

At its busiest point in Q4, just 501 apartments 

were available to rent in the whole of 

Manchester. This led to record times of only a 

few hours needed to rent many properties. 

Consequently, achieved rents rose above 

asking rents in the city.

Manchester is an instructive example, but 

what does the future hold for the whole 

country’s rental market? Rental growth and 

demand is expected to remain very strong, 

and Savills projects that this will put upwards 

pressure on rental values over the next year 

(+6.5%) and the next five years (+18%).

Forecast residential rental values

Source: Savills research using Oxford Economic (Note: these forecasts apply to average prices in the second hand market. 
New build values may not move at the same rate)

https://www.savills.co.uk/research_articles/229130/334953-0

UK

London

UK (excl. London)

2024

4.0%

5.0%

4.0%

2025

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2026

2.4%

2.4%

2.4%

2027

2.3%

2.3%

2.3%

2022-26

27.3%

31.9%

26.1%

2023-27

18.3%

18.4%

18.3%

2022

10%

14.0%

9.0%

2023

6.5%

5.5%

6.5%

Compounded Compounded

 



Commenting on the market and future rental 

trends, Oliver Knight, Head of Residential 

Development Research at Knight Frank, says: 

“UK rents are forecast to [build] on the strong 

performance in the second half of last year. 

Longer-term, supply constraints, strong 

tenant demand and robust earnings growth in 

will support an increase of 17.1% in rental 

values over the next five years. At a national 

level, the rental market is being shaped by a 

deepening supply and demand imbalance.”

Investors should feel confident about the 

future of the UK rental market. The sector will 

continue changing with new legislation, but it 

has defied economic gravity and is well 

positioned to continue delivering strong, 

reliable returns over the coming years.

https://www.savills.co.uk/research_articles/229130/334953-0
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Rental market highlights

Reduction in homes
available to rent 
year-on-year

26%
Average rental growth
anticipated across the
UK in the next 5 years

18%
Predicted rental
growth in the UK
over 2023

6.5%



The mortgage market was the focus of 

economic anxiety for homeowners and 

investors over the course of 2022, with 

justifiable concerns ahead as we get into 2023. 

The cost of living crisis had a major impact 

and led to the Bank of England pushing the 

base rate of interest higher. This has made 

borrowing more expensive than it has been 

for many years. The average two-year fixed 

mortgage rate reached a high of 6.65%, while 

the average five-year deal reached 6.51%. 

These represented the highest peaks since 

the 2008 financial crisis. The Bank of England 

said: “It will be challenging for some 

households to manage the projected rises in 

the cost of essentials alongside higher 

interest rates.” This is especially the case for 

people looking to remortgage, although 

investors have also been affected as the cost 

of their purchase is higher than before.

This has led EY to predict that mortgage 

lending will grow just 0.7% with slightly higher 

growth of 1.4% forecast in 2024. However, 

with rates falling below 6% again towards the 

end of 2022, could we be looking at the first 

signs of a return to normality in the mortgage 

market in 2023 and beyond?

The most important thing to note is that the 

economy is predicted to return to normalcy 

sooner rather than later. This can be seen by 

looking at how it is believed the Bank of 

England’s base rate will fall again in the years 

to come.

Underlying economic forecast assumptions

Bank base rate
(end of year)

Real GDP growth

Unemployment rate

2025

2.50%
 

2.7%

4.1%

2026

1.75%
 

2.1%

3.9%

2027

1.75%
 

1.6%

3.8%

2023

4.00%
 

-0.5%

4.6%

2022

3.75%
 

4.5%

3.8%

2024

3.50%
 

1.8%

4.5%

Source: Oxford Economics 28th October 2022

https://www.savills.co.uk/research_articles/229130/334947-0

Mortgage market.
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Rachel Springall, a finance expert at 

Moneyfacts, said: “Borrowers may well 

breathe a sigh of relief to see that fixed 

mortgage rates are starting to fall, but there 

may be much more room for improvement. It 

is worth noting that rates could fall further 

still, but there is no clear answer as to how 

quickly that may be,” Springall added. 

“Borrowers may feel they have to be patient 

for a little while longer yet before they commit 

to a new fixed mortgage, or even wait until 

next year to see how the market recovers 

from the recent interest rate uncertainty.”

So, what does this mean for investors?

As Springall says, the key may be to invest in 

new property with an eye on the future – 

preferably in a way that allows you to borrow 

down the line when the mortgage market has 

returned to normal and borrowing costs are 

once again reduced. 

By investing off-plan while a development is 

still in construction, you can pay the 2023 

cost before house prices are predicted to rise, 

and avoid the worst of the high borrowing 

costs by waiting until the mortgage market 

returns to normal.

 

Another strategy to take advantage of the 

current and predicted mortgage rate situation 

is to buy cheaper properties in cash. By doing 

so, you can avoid high mortgage rates now and 

save money immediately when compared to 

investors who borrow to fund their purchase.

Furthermore, it will also give you the 

opportunity to benefit a second time when 

the market returns to normal as predicted in 

the coming years. If you manage to buy 

more affordable properties in high growth 

potential areas, you can then remortgage 

them when rates have dropped from the end 

of 2023 onwards. 

Taking either of these approaches to 

investing offers you the best of both worlds 

and a potential path to earning more while 

spending less in 2023 and for years after that. 
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Mortgage market highlights

Rates have fallen
below 6% again

6%
Ideal time to buy
off plan in preparation
for the future

Healthy growth of 1.4%
in the mortgage market
will return in 2024

1.4%
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Where to invest in 2023.

Manchester

Manchester remains one of the UK’s strongest 

and most in-demand property markets. 

People from across the UK are moving to the 

city to take advantage of the high quality jobs 

on offer, the world-class culture and so much 

more. With tens of thousands more people to 

come by the end of the decade according to 

City Council statistics, this is a great time to 

invest in Manchester.

The latest figures from urbanbubble at the end 

of 2022 demonstrate the strength of the city’s 

property market. Average rents in the city were 

up by 21.9% year on year, with some properties 

such as 3-bed apartments recording average 

annual rent rises as high as 31.7%.

This strong rental growth is due to the lack of 

supply. In Q4 2022, only 501 apartments were 

available on the market in the entire city. In 

particular, the luxury market in the city centre 

and other hotspots like Salford Quays and 

MediaCityUK – home of the BBC – saw fierce 

competition for homes which will continue 

into 2023.

 

In the coming years, Manchester is expected 

to be one of the strongest housing markets in 

the UK due to demand being so much higher 

than the available supply as illustrated above. 

Due to this, JLL has projected house price 

growth of 19.3% and rental growth of 21.6% 

by the end of 2027 in Manchester.  

With rents increasing and house price growth set to return in the coming years as the mortgage 

market stabilises – now is the time to invest off-plan and prepare for the future. 

House price growth
predicted by 2027

19.3%
Rental growth 
projected by 2027

21.6%

Manchester highlights

Want to find out more about investing in Manchester?

Get in touch with the Opulent team today



Birmingham    

Birmingham is one of the country’s major 

property investment markets thanks to an 

economic transformation which has made it 

one of the world’s best cities to do business 

and live. The city is vibrant and home to a 

growing population, world-class higher 

education sector and much more. 

Furthermore, Birmingham is enjoying the 

benefits of a variety of once in a lifetime 

investment programmes which are changing 

the face of the city more and more as time 

goes on – as well as inspiring yet more 

economic growth. 

To give just a few examples, the 20-year Big 

City Plan, the Smithfield Masterplan, Paradise 

Birmingham and more are all underway and 

set to add billions of pounds to Birmingham’s 

economy and create tens of thousands of 

new jobs.

 

When it comes to property investment, the 

Birmingham market offers an extremely 

positive outlook. New figures from JLL in Q2 

2022 suggest that the city’s average house 

price will increase by according to the latest 

Q4 2022 house price forecast from JLL, 

Birmingham’s housing market is set to see 

19.2% between 2023 and 2027 – far more 

than the projected UK average of 8.9% over 

the same period.

Likewise, Birmingham’s rental market is 

growing strongly and should continue to do 

so in the next five years. The same analysis 

from JLL shows that rents are set to go up in 

the city by 19.3% by the end of 2027.
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House price
growth by 2027

19.2%
Rental growth
by 2027

19.3%

Birmingham highlights

Want to find out more about investing in Birmingham?

Get in touch with the Opulent team today



Why invest with Opulent?

At Opulent, we manage your property 
investments and portfolios as if they were our 
own. This dedication and attention to detail 
guarantee a personal service with tailored 
investment advice built to your exacting 
requirements.

Our team of experienced property investment 
advisors work tirelessly to identify and present 
the very best investment opportunities to 
maximise the return on your investment.

Whether it be identifying new property and 
off-plan developments for future resale or 
attractive rental properties with regular returns, 
we have complete confidence and proven 
expertise in delivering exceptional returns.

A superior investment proposition

There is no shortage of investment advisors in 
the UK but, sadly, not every one of these will 
place your needs above their own desire to turn 
a profit. This is the precise reason that we set 
up our business in 2014.

It is witnessing poorly researched property
investments lacking a strategic framework
and companies willing to recommend 
developers without thorough due diligence 
checks, that led us to the comprehensive

Adding value, creating wealth

The 'Opulent Way' means adding tangible value 
based on a number of critical variables. It
includes a research process second to none 
that allows us to make informed 
recommendations rooted in facts and figures 
and presented in a no-nonsense, easy-to-
understand format.

It involves working with hand-selected, reputabl
e developers with unblemished track records 
right from the very start. This ensures that 
property investment plans can be shaped to 
your needs and delivered with a confidence 
that we are prepared to stake our brand on.

Our primary goal is to create wealth and long-
term financial security for you, and we are
proud to do so transparently and ethically.

property investment service we are so proud 
of today. We call it 'the Opulent Way'.
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Total management

We set out to create turnkey opportunities that 
are fully managed and require minimal input. 
There's no corner-cutting, but by acting 
decisively we can circumvent the most



info@opulentinvest.com

+44 20 7205 4345

London Office : 
152-160 City Road, London, 
EC1V 2NX

Regional Office : 
2 The Future Works, Brunel Way, 
SL1 1FQ

Liverpool Office : 
20 Chapel Street, Liverpool, 
L3 9AG

www.opulentinvest.com

decisively we can circumvent the most 
challenging part of the property investment 
process for you.

An aftersales team will guide you through your 
property investment purchases, absorbing most 
of the administrative burden. Forget time-
consuming legal paperwork or preparing your 
property for rental. We'll take care of it while you 
sit back and contemplate your next investment.

Start your investment journey today

Property investment is an astute choice for 
many and includes retirement fund planning, 
nest eggs to finance university education and 
experienced property investors seeking 
portfolio contraction or expansion.

Get in touch today to find out more about our 
latest investment opportunities.
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